
Stephen Jones, left, founded and nour- I years. With additional owners, Bruce 
ished Cosmic Aeroplane through lean Roberts, center, and Ken Sanders, it 
- and sometimes dangerous - early bas emerged as bookstore-jewelry shop. 

'Head Shop' Comes a Long Way 

Cosmic Aeroplane Soars 
Those ' tumultuous days are be

hind - the flower children, the 
rage against the Vietnam War, the 
hard hats and peaceniks. 

But you get a smack of that 
period - in the incense and the 
offerings of the Cosmic Aeroplane, 
a hardy survivor of the period. 

One should say the new Cosmic 
Aeroplane. 

Jersey, came to Salt Lake City in 
1957 with his father, who was 
superintendent of buildings and 
utilities at the University of Utah. 

Bored after a year and a half at 
the university, Mr. Jones dropped 
out in 1967 to start his own 
business. 

"The Cosmic Aeroplane?" The 
title bubbled up minutes before he 
signed the articles of incorpora
tion. 

South Temple, at West Temple and 
4th South. 

In addition to selling old records, 
books, jewelry, smoking ap
paratus, he let the Aeroplane 
become a draft counseling center. 

Some angry Marines once 
smashed the front window, later 
returned to pay for the damage 
and became friends of the Aero
plane. 

Home for Theater 
For the Cosmic Aeroplane, a 

bookstore and "head shop," is a 
long way and a long time from its 
founding location at 9th East and 
9th South. 

The idea: Travel and venture. When it was located across from 
Not necessarily in the physical the old Union Pacific Depot, it 
sense but in the mind. became the first home for the now 

Three Owners Mr. Jones ran and frequently highly successful Human Ensem-
Recently opened at 258 E. 100 lived in the "Aeroplane" at its ble theater group. 

South, the Cosmic Aeroplane various locations - at 9th South Mr. Jones has called the Aero
boasts three owners, eight emp- and 9th East, and 4th West and plane "an alternative bookstore" 
loyes and an inventory of $30,000 or - in its "own orbit" compared to 
so in books and jewelry. No Strong Advance the orbits of Zions, Deseret l!Jld the 

Its founder Stephen Jones at 33 University bookstores. 
is the oldest ~f the owners. ' ' In Housmg· Starts As a general book~tore, Aero-

. plane has such offenngs as full 
The others are B~ce Roberts, · corner of science fiction. It also 

28 a former orgaruzer of the WASHINGTON CAP) - The h b ks d al. · h h 
St~dents for Democratic Action number of new housing units as paper ac . e mg wit sue 
(SDS) during his University of Utah started in November declined for obtuse ~d. diverse matters as 
d d K Sand 24 t o the second month in a row al- canoe building and natural baby ays, an en ers, , a na 1ve . • . birth 
of Kamas who did his apprentice- tho~ th~ number of new building . 'Underground Press' 
ship with book man Sam Weller. pernuts mcreased, the govern-

Cosmic Aeroplane turned $12,000 ment reported. 
in its start-up month in September The result was an improvement 
at the new location. It did $18,000 in over the drop in both indicators of 
business the next month. It did activity in the housing industry 
$20,000 in November and will during October, but it still signaled 
probably do $30,000 in December, no strong advance from current 
says Mr. Jones. levels. 

Some Lean Years The Commerce Department 
said the number of new houses 
started advanced six percent in 
November to a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 1. 705 million. That 
compared to a 1.5 percent decline 
in October and left starts 23.5 

It is a pretty heady cash flow, at 
least, for Mr. Jones, who can recall 
several years in which the gross 
was less than $10,000 for the entire 
12 months. ' 

Mr. Jones, a native of New percent ahead of a year earlier. 

One can also buy the "Berkeley 
Barb" and "Los Angeles Free 
Press" - lonely survivors of a 
once raucous and prolific 
"underground press." 

It also sells the "Advocate," a 
journal that touches upon the 
affairs of the gay community. 

Mr. Jones said that the spare
and sometimes stormy - start up 
years took toll upon his health. 

However: "For some who get 
out of high school, life goes dow
nhill thereafter. I figure my best 
years are in my 40s." 


